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Introduction & Historical Perspective 
 
Life Expectancy in Switzerland rises. In the year 2060, men will be 94 years old and women 106 years 
old. Alzheimer’s disease will also rise.  

What is required?  
The increasing elderly population will lean more heavily onto health service and infrastructure 
making it more cost intensive. Rapid advances in predictive and personalized medicine may reduce 
the pressure on the health costs and infrastructure.  

Definition 
Biomedical Engineering: Engineering principles applied to understand, modify or control biological 
systems 
Bioengineering: Biotechnology and genetic engineering applied to modify animal/plant cells or parts 
of them, and to develop new microorganisms. (partly aspect of medicine) 

Historical Outline 
Hospitals: 
 Prehistoric: herb treatment, praying; illness = obsessed by daemon; Hypocrates (begun 
diagnostic observation, clinical treatment); Galen of Pergamon (greatest physician in history of Rom) 
 Middle Age: illness = punishment; nursing by monchs; death rates at home smaller than in 
hospitals 
 Modern: improved hospitalization, reduction of cross infections, novel intensions, large 
machines 
1895: Röntgen discovers x-rays 
1903: Einthoven develops electrocardiograph (ECG, measures electrical changes during heart beat) 
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1928: Sir Alex Fleming discovered Penicillin, reduced mortability due to bacterial infection, more 
complex operations 
1930s: x-ray visualisation due to contrast medium (barium salt); blood banks due to advances in 
haematology and refrigeration 
1940s: cardiac catherization and angiography 
1950s: electronics, ultra sound, telemetry, computers (technics form the military) 
 (Defibrillator 1955, cardiac pacemaker 1958 [first fully implantable pacemaker sold by 
Siemens]) 
1980s-1990s: 3D imaging technologies (CT, MRI, PET, SPECT) 
2004: first surgery of completely artificial heart implant  
OP room: development of sterility, technics (functional imaging, transplantation, artificial organs, 
stem cell therapies, tissue engineering, nanotechnology, telemedicine) and light 
Prosthetics: Iron Hand (finger positions could be fixed to hold a sword); Sauerbruch Prothesis 
(actuated by own muscles); powered transfemoral prosthesis (movement exactly right)  
Electricity in medicine: roman physicians used electrically charged sea creatures; 1775 first 
reanimation (of a chicken); 1791 potential difference (Luigi Calvani); 1885 electric shocks/baths/belts 

Medtech in Switzerland 
Leading companies (rehabilitation, pharmacy, implants, precision mechanics, hearing aids, imaging, 
global players) 
Total: 3720 companies; 48440 employees 
A lot of small companies (47%) for specialization with 0-9 employees 
CH: 2% of all patents in Biomedical Engineering of the world  
 
 

Biomaterials I 
 
Definition:  
 A non-viable material used in a medical device, intended to interact with biological systems.  
 A substance (other than a drug) or combination of substances, synthetic or natural in origin, 
used to treat, augment, or replace any tissue, organ, 
or function of the body. 

Metals 
Electrical and thermal conductivity 
Ductility (due to crystal structure) 
High strength 
 -> Ductility and strength depends on the  
 ease which dislocations propagate 
 add a metal = less ductile, more strength 
Often used: Ti, Cr, Fe, Co 
Negative: metallic corrosion (metal is stiffer than  
bone -> affect the bone to unload) 

Ceramics 
Iono-covalently bound atoms, electrically/thermally insulating, corrosion resistant, strong, hard, 

wear-resistant, brittle, danger of catastrophic failure, hard 
to machine, no slip dislocation 
Hydroxyapatite: nearly the same as bone; bone cells form 
an intimate attachment to the surface 
 

 A is more brittle than B 

 B will exhibit larger plastic deformation 
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Polymers 
Largest range of properties, flexible, tough, degradable, biocompatible, low friction, inert, 
transparent 
Mers: linear chains  

Poly (Ethylene): most widely produced (Ultra-High Molecular Weight Polyethylene (UHMWPE): 
3 Mio Da; extremely high wear resistance) used within packaging (plastic bags) 
Poly (propylene): 2nd most widely produced 
Poly (vinyl chloride): 3rd most widely produced used in lenses, blood bags, tubes to 
transport drugs or blood 

 Poly (methyl methacrylate): high refractive index, easily processed, environmentally stable, relatively 
inert, good mechanical properties 
Polytetrafluorethylene (Teflon): thermoplastic polymer, no cross-linking; used in bypass stenotic 
arteries 
Polysiloxanes (Silicon): used for breast implants, drug delivery; very high oxygen permeability 
Crystalline structure: linear PE, strong structure 
Amorphous structure: branched PE 

Thermoplastics: Recycle (cool down, heat up again), 
melt with heating, can degrade in the body 
Thermoset: not reversible because of the cross link, 
not melt with heating, but degrade (chem. Process) 
 
                Isotactic <- 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Exercises:  

Overcome some of the 
disadvantage: e.g. polymer: 
make stronger in tension by 
adding fibers, more friendly to 
bone growth by adding 
hydroxyapatite ceramics 
 
 
 

Design criteria: strength/density -> willow or stainless  
steel  
 
Stress/Strain Curve:  
 Modulus: linear increase 
 Yield strength: point, where linear ends 
 Failure strength: where the curve ends 
 Metal: curve will change by cold working 
(increase Yield strength and failure strength, material 
less ductile) -> increase dislocation density 
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Biomaterials II 
 

Drug Delivery 
Advantages: maintain therapeutic level of drug; protection of drug; protection of the person; easy 
administration; match drug release profile to needs of patient; accessible in hard to reach areas 
(brain); implants don’t need to be removed (when biodegradable) 

Single emulsion process (oil-water): both drug and polymer are of 
the same type; works simple, put both together into aqueous 
solution and shake it. 
Double emulsion process (water-oil-water): drug and polymer are of 
different type; similar to single emulsion, but do it twice (coat one 
with another) 
 
Polylactic acid (PLA) and Polyglycolic acid (PGA): break down 

products are natural metabolites; Copolymers yield range of useful properties; safe (long experience 
with Vicryl sutures); almost perfect degradation rate; some amorphous properties 

PGA: highly crystalline, hydrophilic, parallel chains 
PLA: crystalline/amorphous, hydrophobic 
PLGA: amorphous (like spaghettis) 
Crystallinity depends on mixture 
 
 

 
Pluronics: Polyethyleneoxid (hydrophilic) 
and Polypropyleneoxid (hydrophobic) 

-> Self-assembly based on local interaction 
Gelation depends on temperature -> for drug delivery: gels at body 
temperature = 16% concentration 
Possible way to incorporate drug into polymer and how to release it:  
Mixing the drug directly into the cold polymer solution. As 
temperature rose, micelles form and drug is encapsulated within 
hydrophobic core.  
 

Cytotoxicity test categories (to test biocompatibility, 
in vitro) 
Extract Test: mix cell culture with test sample and observe if the living cells are able to reduce 
tetrazole to formazan –> toxic when 30% reduction in cell activity; or you look if the cell culture is 
able to form a colony; extraction fluid (6 cm2/ml, culture medium with serum, physiological saline 
buffer, pure water or dimethyl sulfoxid DMSO); extraction conditions (72 h at 50°C, 24 h at 70°C, 1 h 
at 121°C)  
Direct Contact Test: piece of test sample on cell culture (10% of cell culture area must be covered); 
after 24h how much of the cells died (red colour) and how much are still alive (green colour) 

PGA, PLGA, 
PLA (L-Form), 
PLA (L/D-
Form) 
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Indirect Contact Test: test sample not directly on cell culture, put it on an agar layer which lays over 
the cell culture or make a filter diffusion test -> have a look how much cells are alive/dead

 
 
Exercises 
PLGA: what factor most influences the degradation rate? Degradation of PLGA occurs in the presence 
of water. The greater the PLA content, the slower the degradation rate as PLA is hydrophobic 
because of its methyl groups. 

 
 

Tissue Engineering I 
 
Differentiated Cell Types (over 200):  
connective tissue cells (fills space and provides structural support [bone, fat, cartilage]); epithelial 
cells (lines cavities and surfaces, often with cilia, secretion, barrio functions [cell contact]); neurons 
(conducts electrical signals); muscle cells (produce mechanical work); sensory cells (detect external 
stimuli [light, sounds, smells, tastes]); blood cells ( erythrocytes, leucocytes, lymphocytes) 
Primary cells (differentiated): low proliferation potential, tendency to de-differentiate, donor-site 
morbidity 
Stem cells (non-differentiated): adult, embryonic, induced pluripotent can divide indefinitely, scarce, 
ethical issues 
 Totipotent (all cell types, no control), pluripotent (most cell types), multipotent (many cell 
types) 
 

Cell Sources 
Autogenic/Autologous: cells from the patient, no immunological response, scarce 
Allogeneic: cells from a human donor, chance of rejection, transfer of human disease, available from 
younger donors (the younger the donor, the less the influence and the chance to develop new tissue) 
Xenogeneic: cells from a different species, large chance of rejection, transfer of animal disease to 
humans, unlimited supply from younger animals 
 
 
 

-Robustness of these cells might 
make a material look more 
biocompatible than it really is 
-One should use bone cells for this 
test 
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Scaffold 
Criteria: network of large interconnective pores (allows cells to migrate through the scaffold, allows 
diffusion of nutrients, allows growth of new blood vessels (angiogenesis)), mechanical stability, 
biocompatibility 
Commonly used degradable scaffolds: natural based polymers, synthetic polymers 

Scaffold producing 
Porogen Leaching Method: put sugar/salt/paraffin molecules 
into liquid polymer and let it recrystallize, so the molecules are 
enclosed with polymer. Then wash out the sugar or heat it up 
until the paraffin gets gaseous. 
 
 

Electrospinning Method: create very thin fibers; Polymer is 
dissolved in a solvent and extruded on high voltage. 
Electrostatic repulsion stretches the droplet which extends to 
a fiber. Fibers are collected on a grounded collector.  
 

Cell Signals for TE 
Cell-Cell Adhesions: Cadherins 
 Binds to the next cell, Ca2+ dependent; more collagen 
and more chondroitin sulphate produced when cell-cell 
contact felt 
Cell-Matrix Adhesion: Integrins 
 Direct cell attachment to the ECM 
Growth Factor Signalling: Autocrine factors (produced and active on the same cell); paracrine factors 
(produce by cells and active on their neighbours) 
 Common growth factors: Vascular Endothelial GF (VEGF), Bone Morphogenetic Factor (BMP), 
Insulin-like GF (IGF), Epidermal GF (EGF), Fibroblast GF (FGF), Platelet derived GF (PDGF), 
Transforming GF (TGF beta) 
 

Exercises 
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Tissue Engineering II 
 
Cartilage lines joints and provides low friction surface; 3 mm thick, low cell density (106 cells/ml), 70% 
water, no blood supply (low oxygen tension, poor healing) 
 

Approaches to cartilage engineering 
1) Attachment: Schiff Base Linkages 

Glueing strategies: Glue (not biological), Tisseel (more biological, 2 components, very 
weak), covalent bindings with the tissue surface is most biological 
Fibrin-based: hydrated mesh which forms furing blood clotting via the polymerization 
of fibrinogen and thrombin; disadvantage = weakness in tension 

2) Bioactive: Solution PEG Hydrogels 
Polyethylene Glycol hydrogels have very good scaffold properties. They are 
biocompatible, non-toxic and attach bioactive sites very well. The cell must recognize 
PEG and bind it. PEG contains bioactive peptides, which crosslink the PEG-monomers. 
The peptides are recognized by the enzyme collagenase which the cell secrets -> cell 
recognize the engineered cartilage. 

3) Stratification: Solution Woven /printed cartilage 
Only in petri dishes; fiber – polyglycolic acid (PGA), hydrogel – fibrin seeded with 
chondrocytes; compressive properties (young’s modulus) are very similar in native 
and woven cartilage, but the tensile properties (ultimate stress, young’s modulus) is 
higher in woven cartilage 
Advantage: mimics cartilage anisotropy; disadvantage: adhesion to native site 
remains biggest challenge 

 

Artificial pancreas 
Replaces non-functional islets of Langerhans; 
donor islets are embedded in a sheet to prevent 
host rejection; islets can sense glucose levels and 
secrete insulin; sheet is thin so that oxygen 
diffusion can maintain cell viability 
 

Bioartifical liver 
Excorporeal device 
Acinus: liver’s functional subunit (Drüsenbeere); 
blood flow 0.01 cm/s, diameter = 0.5mm 
Liver disease: often begins in periportal region (highest 
toxin levels), caused by viruses, alcohol; very high 
mortality rate 
HepatAssist Device: failed; problems: foreign proteins, 
300.00$, transmission of disease from donor 
hepatocytes, toxins from patient’s plasma kills donor 
hepatocytes 
Multi-coaxial hollow fiber bioreactor: mimics liver 
acinus generating radial 
flow from ECC to ICC 
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Exercises 
Liver tissue engineering: diameter acinus = 
0.5mm; thickness of cell layer = 0.5mm; diameter 
of inner membrane = 1mm, diameter middle 
fiber = 2mm  

Aufg.3: the approach of crosslinking 
polyethylene glycol (PEG) molecules with a 
peptide… 
… Allows cells to recognize and interact with 
the polymer 

 
 

Joint and Tissue Biomechanics 
 
- Biomechanics: the study of the mechanics of a living body, especially of the forces exerted by 
muscles and gravity on the skeletal structure; the mechanics of a part or function of a living body 
(organs, tissues, cells) 
- “Multiscale system” body: macro (tissue mechanics), micro (cell mechanics), nano (protein 
mechanics)  
- Our body adapts to forces -> exercise = muscle building, lying around = loosing muscles -> cells 
optimize tissues to support body level loads (mechanical feedback and tissue remodelling) 
- Mechanics driven bone homeostasis: mechanical forces damage bone tissue ->osteocytes recognize 
this forces and send signals -> osteoclasts remove old bone, osteoblasts make new bone 
- Healing of bone is multistage process where fracture is 
resorbed and new bone is formed; process mediated by 
“progenitor” bone cells (like stem cells) that differentiate 
as required, most likely according to mechanical cues 
 Fracture -> bleeding -> callous formation (soft 
tissue, stem cells, blood vessels, nerves etc) -> woven 
bone (not well organized) -> remodelling process to 
optimize bone structure 
- in order to prevent muscle contraction from misaligning 
bones during healing, injured or broken legs must be 
supported horizontally and at the same time kept under 
tension (traction) directed along the leg -> to construct 
such a device, we need mechanics! 
- normal joint surface movement and loading is necessary 
to ensure long-term joint integrity -> cartilage is 
composed of specialized cells (chondrocytes) that produce a large amount of ECM; composed of 
collagen fibers, much ground substance rich in proteoglycan and elastin fibers 
 -> Certain load = certain cartilage structure (change in mechanics) 
- measuring ground forces and kinematics to estimate joint and tissue loads 
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Viscoelasticity 
- Material reacts only under slow loading with 
deformation; if the loading is fast, nothing 
will happen  
-> Similar in body tissue 
-> Cartilage viscoelasticity: viscous 
component form water movement, elastic 
component from collagen fibers  
- Important because: balancing shock 
dissipation and energy storage 
- Tissue of body: bone (elastic), tendon (elastic, little bit viscous), cartilage (viscoelasticity) 
 
Viscoelasticity can be modelled by a Spring and Dashpot 
(in series or parallel) 

a) Maxwell model: deformation gets higher when 
loaded; when unload the force, deformation goes 
back but not to zero at all. 

b) Voigt Model: deformation gets slowly high when 
loaded; when unload the force, deformation gets 
back to zero (damped) 

c) Kelvin Model: deformation gets high, then slowly 
higher when loaded; when unload the force, the 
deformation goes back to zero (damped) 

- Cartilage: like sponge, it’s filled up with water and when 
you want to squeeze slowly the water comes out. If you 
try to squeeze very fast, the tissue is very strong. You 
can’t get the water out of it.  
- Ultimate comprehensive stress of cartilage is on the order of 5 MPa 
- Tissue deformation depends on loaded force over time -> rate dependent material response 
 

Exercises  
Aufg.1 siehe eigene Lösungen 
Aufg.2: 

a) Viscoelasticity:  
a. physical behaviour related to relative storage and loss of deformation energy 
b. can be modelled using springs and dampers in various combinations 
c. of rubber is one important factor in running shoe reduction of peak foot-ground 

contact forces 
d. behaviour is present in almost all biological material responses 

-> Wrong answer: viscoelasticity of skeletal tissues is due to collagens, an important ECM 
protein that bear loads 
b)  Role of mechanics in biology: 
 a. mechanical forces provide important cues to cells that guide their behaviour 
 b. skeletal traction systems are used in clinics to keep bone fragments aligned 
during healing 
 c. the multi-scale structure of bones is determined largely by mechanical forces 
 d. mechanical considerations play a large role in skeletal tissue maintenance, 
damage and repair 
-> Wrong answer: cartilage mechanical stresses are increased when joint forces increase 
and/or joint contact areas increase 
c) Iron Cross gymnastic maneuver creates very large joint loads mostly because 
 -> the shoulder muscle moment arms are small 
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Cellular Biomechanics 
 
- Mechano-biology: understanding how our 
bodies react to physical demands 
- Cell-matrix and cell-cell interactions are 
important in cancer development (normal 
cells stop to grow when getting in touch with 
other cells (contact inhibition), cancer cells 
lost this function) 
- Functional cell mechanics regulated 
behaviours (adhesion, migration, 

differentiation, mitosis, homeostasis, 
apoptosis) 
- Cell-matrix and cell-cell force exchange is 
important for how cells sense forces 
- Cell skeleton: microtubules, microfilaments, 
intermediate filaments 
 

Cellular elements critical for cell -
matrix interaction 
- Cells sense mechanical cues 
- Cells use contractile forces to probe the 
stiffness of their substrate 
- A balance of forces between the cytoskeleton 
and the ECM provides the stress 
necessary for mechanical sensing 
- Integrins: transmembrane 
proteins 
- Adhesions are bound to actin 
filaments, myosins are motors  
 
Cell-matrix driven stem cell 
differentiation: 
- Soluble biochemical signals 
(auto/paracrine) 
- Substrate bound biochemical signals (matrix) 
- Mechanical signals (matrix) 
->> Cells receive a lot of information, sense of feel is very 
important for a cell; stem cells will differentiate into different 
types of cells based only on certain mechanical cues from the 
substrate 
- Cells bind to their surrounding matric through Integrins 
(transmembrane); bind specific part of the matrix -> 
Fibronectin 
- Matrix: carpet of protein; Fibronectin one of the most 
important matrix protein 
- Mechanics induce biochemical signals: matrix stretches -> 
cell feels it by Integrins, releases biochemical signals by focal adhesion (important for 
mechanotransduction) -> very strong connections between actin filament and focal adhesion 

Migration through basal membran 
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- Actin stress fibers bridge the cell, and are anchored at 
focal adhesions to the ECM 
- Contractile bundle for muscle contraction; gel-like 
network for the skin of the cell; tight parallel bundle to 
push the membrane forward 
 

Cellular elements critical for cell -cell 
interactions 
- Cells are 
anchored to each 
other by cell 
junctions 
- Link between 

cell mechanics and cell function: adhesion & migration, 
differentiation, mitosis/proliferation, homeostasis/matrix 
remodelling, apoptosis 
- Adhesion and spreading: like “glue” on the cells through 
Integrins/cell junctions 
- Migration: movement through tissue (with actin) 
- Differentiation: stem cell specializing induced by auto-

/paracrine signals and by mechanical signals  
 - Bone healing: process mediated by “progenitor” 
bone cells that differentiate as required 
- Mitosis/proliferation: cell division (anchorage dependent) 
 - division steps: chromosomes are aligned, 
separated by mitotic spindles to extreme poles of the cell, 
cell contracts in the middle and two daughter cell emerge 
- Homeostasis/matrix remodelling: a system state of self-
regulation to maintain a stable, constant condition, by 
means of dynamic equilibrium adjustments, controlled by 
interrelated regulation mechanisms; cells are sensors 
(receptor), processors (effector) and regulators (control 
centre) of tissues (e.g. bone homeostasis by osteocytes, 
osteoblasts and osteoclasts) 
- Apoptosis: cell death -> Integrins are involved in MAP-kinase pathways that regulate apoptosis 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Summary:  
- Mechanical forces play a huge role in cell function and tissue 
homeostasis 
- Cells act as sensors, control centres and effectors 
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Exercises 
 
Aufg.1 

  = (
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Aufg.6  
- Mechanics central for which cellular behaviour: 

migration, mitosis, adhesion, apoptosis 
Aufg.7 
- Which sequence of proteins/complexes describes the most likely connection of cell cytoskeleton to 
the ECM protein Collagen? -> Collagen – integrin – focal adhesion complex – actin  
Aufg.8 
- Micro-post array (grids of microfabricated silicon posts) is often used for measuring which types of 
cellular forces? -> acto-myosin generated cytoskeletal forces 
 
 

Molecular Biomechanics and Biopolymers 
 
- Proteins: essential to the structure and function of all living cells and viruses; diverse functions such 
as structural or mechanical roles (form the struts and joints of the cytoskeleton), enzymes or 
subunits of enzymes 
- All cellular functions are controlled by proteins 
 

Cell structure for supporting mechanical load 
- Cytoskeleton composed of three families of proteins; each has distinct mechanical properties and 
dynamics, certain principles are fundamental to them all (composed of chains of very small subunits, 
rapidly assemble or disassemble [weak binding], modulated by “accessory proteins”) 
- Cytoskeletal structures can reach from one end of the cell to the other (10 to 100 µm), but are 
made up of individual proteins only 10 nm long; these subunits can disassemble, move rapidly by 
diffusion and reassemble as required by the cell 
- Cellular rods (stiff) and ropes (flexible): 

 
 
  
- 

Actin filament: two-stranded helical polymers of 
protein actin; appear as flexible structure, organized 
into a variety of bundles, two dimensional networks, 
most highly concentrated in the cortex (Rand) 
- Microtubules: long, hollow cylinders made of tubulin, 
more rigid than actin filament; long, straight and 
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typically have one end attached to a single microtubule-organizing centre (centrosome) 
- Intermediate filament: ropelike fiber made of intermediate filament protein (large heterogeneous 
family), one type of IF forms a meshwork called the nuclear lamina just beneath the nuclear 
membrane, others give cells mechanical strength 
- Helical polymer is stabilized by multiple contacts between adjacent subunits (e.g. actin: two 
molecules bind relatively weakly, but a third actin monomer forms a trimer which is more stable; 
further addition onto this trimer which acts as nucleus for polymerization) -> polymerization is much 
more rapid after the formation of a nucleus 
- Cytoskeletal polymerization is regulated by applied forces and by capping, branching and cutting 
proteins 
- Capping:  

Uncapped filaments: growth at plus and minus ends; capped filaments: growth at minus end 
only 
- Branching:  
 Subtle protein variants of Actin cause actin network branching 
- Cutting:  
 Unsevered population, actin filaments grow and shrink relatively slowly 
 Severed population, actin filaments grow and shrink more rapidly 
- Depolymerisation rate is 100x higher if the GTP cap is removed or disrupted; mechanical or 
chemical cues can cause this, and create rapid changes in cell structure and force balance 
- Cytoskeletal remodelling is a dynamic process 
- Molecular motors -> Myosin (towards plus end of 
Actin filament); ratchet substrate that the motor 
acts on -> Actin 

Cell motors for movement and 
transport 
- Role of cell cytoskeleton – scaffolding for 
transport 
- Endoplasmatic reticulum is tubule network that is heavily 
involved in protein synthesis. It uses the microtubule network as 
a scaffold 
- Active transport acts along a microtubule by motor proteins: 
Kinesin motors (toward plus end of MT), Dynein motor 
(toward minus end of MT), Organelle (small cluster of 
proteins to be transported), ATP (molecular fuel) 
- Kinesin/Dynein motor with two heads, Myosin with one or 
two 
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Cell sensation of force 
- Mechano-sensors in cells convert chemical signals to biological signals  
 -> Primary cilium (hair cells in the ear) 
- In bone cells: osteocytes act as mechano-sensors 
- Molecular mechanics behind the sensors: membrane stretching 
(channels are formed by complex arrangements of proteins; proteins 
are extensible, and unfold under load; catch bonds from rigid links that 
hold the channels open) 
- Molecular mechanics behind the sensors: shape sensitivity (flexible 
membranes conform to their substrates; on concave surfaces, 
signalling molecules such as Rac can be released; on convex surfaces, 
ion channels can open) 
- Molecular mechanics behind the sensors: stiffness sensing 
(polymerizing chains try to push the cell against the substrate; if the 
substrate is soft, the cell moves; movement exposes a signalling molecule 
 
- Summary: cell cytoskeleton is a constantly remodelling structure with behaviour driven by 
polymerization of protein monomers that self-assemble into load-bearing filaments; cytoskeleton is 
crucial as a scaffold for transport of organelles that attach to it via molecular motors; many 
mechanically sensitive mechanisms rely on molecular mechanical switches 
 

Computational Biomechanics 
 
- The use of computational methods to study physical phenomena; represents a bridge between the 
theoretical and experimental sciences; it enables discovery beyond what can be achieved using 
either of these approaches alone 
- Interdisciplinary: three pillars -> experimental methods & working theories (inputs, outputs and the 
rules believed to drive system behaviour); physics (the laws that govern system behaviour 
[equilibrium conservation of mass, energy/work, momentum]); mathematics and numerical analysis 
(the tools to describe, predict and visualize system behaviour) 
- Continuous problems: can be handled by breaking a large complicated system into sets of small 
interlinked equations 
- Discrete problems: are non-deterministic with numerous possible/viable solutions 
- Problems can be handled by breaking down the large complicated system into smaller pieces: 

Discretization of the problem to break it into smaller, more mathematically manageable 
pieces 
Define a system of simple, interrelated differential equations to describe each piece and its 
relation to its neighbour 

 Use equilibrium conditions to solve, using numerical methods and powerful computers 
 Validate the model against well-defined reference problems/experiments 
- Typical application: prevention -> need biomechanics to build safer cars -> more effective testing 
 

Modelling frameworks 
- Finite element method (FEM): numerical technique for finding approximate solutions of partial 
differential equations (PDE) as well as of integral equations; the solution approach is based on 
rendering the PDE into an approximating system of ordinary differential equations, which are 
integrated using numerical methods such as Euler’s method, Runge-Kutta etc. 

Key Concerns for a FEM: geometry, material properties, boundary conditions/component 
interactions, model validation 
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- Computational fluid dynamics (CFD): uses numerical methods and algorithms to solve and analyse 
problems that involve fluid flows; fundamental basis are the Navier-Stokes equations which define 
any “single-phase” fluid flow 
- Smoothed particle hydrodynamics (SPH): works by dividing the fluid into a set of discrete elements, 
referred to as particles; particles have rules for interactions including elastic and damping 
interconnections and rules for contact; can be used for modelling fluids and solids 
- Computational molecular biomechanics: collective term that refers to theoretical methods and 
computational techniques to model or mimic the behaviour of molecules (used in chemistry, biology, 
material science) 

One aspect of molecular modelling -> use of classical mechanics/Newtonian mechanics to 
describe the physical basis 
Molecular models typically describe atoms as point charges with an associated mass 
The interactions between atoms are described by spring-like interactions and can der Waals 
forces 
The collective mathematical expression is known as a potential function and is related to the 
system internal energy (U), a thermodynamic quantity equal to the sum of potential and 
kinetic energies. 
Application: cell/drug interactions, enzyme engineering 

- Agent based models (ABM): class of computational models for simulating the actions and 
interactions of “autonomous agents” with a view to assessing their effects on the system as a whole. 
Most computational modelling research describes systems in equilibrium or as moving between 
equilibria. ABM using simple rules, can result in different sorts of complex and interesting behaviour. 
Two ideas central to ABM are emergence and complexity 
- Biologically inspired computation: It is the use of computers to model living phenomena and 
simultaneously the study of life to improve the usage of computers. Bio-inspired computing is a field 
of study that loosely knits together subfields related to the topics of connectionism, social behaviour 
and emergence. It relies heavily on the fields of biology, computer science and mathematics.  
 
Summary:  
- Computational Biomechanics is a way to study nature that lies between theory and experiment.  
- Numeric model of a biological system consists of four steps: abstract representation (describe the 
system in mathematical terms); discretize the model into a system of approximate equations (solved 
by using numerical methods); solve the model; validate the model 
 

Exercises 
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Diagnostic Ultrasound Imaging 
 

Introduction 
- Emission Imaging Systems: uses low-radioactive chemicals, which are designed to be absorbed by 
different types of tissue 
- Radiographic Imaging System: externally produced radiation passed through tissues; brightness 
describes how much passed the body (bright=absorbed=bone) 
- Non-radioactive Imaging: Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI); use of the property of nuclear 
magnetic resonance; good contrast related to electron density; can damage organelles, affect 
biological effects 
- Diagnostic ultrasound Imaging: uses highly frequency sound to image internal structures and blood 
flows (movement of fluids); sound waves are reflected back differentially from internal tissues; non-
ionizing radiation involved 
 

Piezo Electric Crystal 
- Creates waves from mechanical changes 
- Switching off voltage = contraction; switching on 
voltage = expansion 
- generate ultrasound 
- Piezo Electric Crystals are sensitive to mechanical 
perturbation; variation in air pressure deforms 
crystals and produce voltage 
- Works also in other direction: detect soundwaves; wave touches the crystal -> generates some 
voltage 
- Ultrasound probes are composed of large number of individual piezo electric crystals; information 
form the crystal is processed by computer to display the image 
 

Acoustic impedance (Wellenwiderstand) 
- Waves entering the body are reflected (reflektiert), refracted 
(gebrochen) or absorbed (absorbiert)  

-> We detect the reflected ones 
- Every substance has a unique property = acoustic impedance; determined by the density and speed 
of sound in substance; determines the proportion of 
wave reflected and refracted 
- Multiple reflected waves return to the probe and 
the machine uses this information to display an 
image representing the different tissues 
- Image: waves are detected; white dots = detected 
waves -> done on multiple levels so that in the end, 
the red circle is detected 
- Ultrasound pulse (yellow) is send along one beam (blue dots); sweeping the 
beam through a planar field of view = image; every little dot is one echo 
 =      
 -> Characteristic acoustic impedance (ρ is density of tissue, c is speed 
of sound through tissue 
- At boundary of tissue 1 and 2 reflection factor (RF) related to characteristic impedance Z1 and Z2

   = 
 2   

 2   
 

- Transmission factor (TF) is proportion of transmitted wave trough tissue boundary 

   =     = 
2  2

 2   
 

- Z2 = 0 -> RF = -1, TF = 0 (bone to air); Z2 = Z1 -> RF = 0, TF = 1 (bone to bone); Z2 = ∞ -> RF = 1, TF = 
2 (air to bone) 
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- Impedance values for oblique waves: 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
- RF: measure of the loss of intensity/amplitude of the sound wave due to reflection 

 ->   =              = … dB [Dezibel] 
 

Absorption 
- Energy of sound waves is also lost via absorption -> lose energy = weak local heating; absorption is 
measured in dB ->           =         (α absorption coefficient [dB/MHZ/cm], f frequency 
[MHz], y exponent of power law [commonly =1], z depth of penetration [cm]) 
 

Doppler Effect 
- Transmitted wave has certain frequency; when bounced back from a stationary object, transmitted 
and returned waves have the same frequency 
- If object is moving towards the probe, bounced wave has higher frequency (object squashes the 
waves during moving towards the probe) 
- If object is moving away from the probe, bounced wave has lower frequency 
- The faster the object is moving, the greater will be the frequency difference 
- Devices with the ability to measure the Doppler Effect can be used to identify blood flow 
 

Exercise 
Aufg.1-5: equation solving 
 Aufg.5: to find Doppler frequency, first of all find the 
Doppler angle θD  
   =    −      Then:    =                 
Aufg.6 

Acoustic impedance of a tissue is determined by -> its 
density and speed of sound through the tissue 

Aufg.7 
What are the RF and TF for acoustic waves incident between two materials with matched 
impendences? -> RF = 0, TF = 1 

Aufg.8 
The sound waves emitted from an ultrasonic probe reflected back from an object moving 
towards the ultrasonic probe have -> a higher frequency 
 

Biomedical Optics and Lasers 
 
-Absorption: intensity is lost 
- Scattering (Streuung): no loss of 
intensity, but deflection 
- E-molecule = E-Rotation (rotation of 
molecule around its centre of mass ~0.001 eV -> microwave) + E-Vibration (vibration of the atoms of 
the molecule 0.1 eV -> IR) + E-Electronic (interactions of the electrons and 
nuclei of molecule ~1-10eV -> UV-VIS) 

Absorption:  
Lambert Beer’s law  
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Scattering:  
- Elastic scattering : energy remains the same, only 
deflection 
- Scattering from very small particles (1/10 of wavelength) is 
predominantly Rayleigh scattering; for scattering larger or 
comparable particles than wavelength, Mie scattering 
predominates 

Rayleigh is wavelength dependent    
 

     

λ is wavelength 
 Mie is not strongly wavelength dependent 
- Light scattered by a tissue has interacted with the ultrastructure of the tissue; tissue ultrastructure 
extends to membrane aggregates to collagen fibers to nuclei to cells; size range of tissue 
ultrastructure will determine if it is a Mie or Rayleigh scatterer 
- Spreading decline strongly with wavelength 
- Scattering coefficients: describes a medium containing many scattering particles   =       (σS is 
scattering cross-section (cm2), ρS is volume density (cm-3))  
- Anisotropy of scattering: scattered photon has a deflected trajectory by the angle θ; forward 
direction of new trajectory is cosine of θ -> anisotropy is measure of forward direction 
- Anisotropy is directionally dependent; isotropy = homogeneity in all directions 
- Reduced scattering coefficient: lumped property 
   

 =      −    [cm-1] g = anisotropy factor 
- Total attenuation coefficient: sum of absorption coefficient and scattering coefficient 
   =        
- Total mean free path: inverse of total attenuation coefficient 

    = 
 

  
= 

 

      
 

 

- Inelastic scattering : change in energy and wavelength  
- Raman scattering: Raman Stokes (energy lost -> IR), Raman 
Anti-Stokes (energy win -> UV -> photon has more energy)  
- Spectrograph observes reflected light, using a filter 

 
 
 
 
 
 
- Fluorescence:  
Excitation – following light absorption, a fluorophore is 
excited to higher vibrational energy level S1 or S2 -> 
internal conversion – relaxation back to lowest energy 
level -> emission – relaxation back to vibrational energy 

level of the ground state -> energy loss between excitation and 
emission, causing a red shift in the fluorescence emission 
- Absorption spectrum reflects the vibrational levels of the 
electronically excited state 
- Emission spectrum reflects the 
vibrational levels of the electronic 
ground state  
- Fluorescence light has less energy 

 -> more like IR, red light 
 

 Fingerabdruck des Gewebes 
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Approximations 
- Diffusion approximation (analytical): can be used to describe light propagation in a turbid medium 
as a diffusion process (if µS’ >> µa) 

- Solved analytically for special cases (e.g. infinite or semi-infinite boundary conditions) or 
more generally by numerical techniques 
- Vailidity of diffusion equation is limited to tissue cases where the light has been highly 
scattered 

- Monte Carlo Method (numerical): describes light as particles propagating in a medium containing 
independent absorption and scattering centers; for all µS’ or µa  
 - for situations where diffusion theory 
breaks down; computational technique which 
simulates path of indivicual photons through a 
turbid medium; each interaction (absorption or 
scattering) is governed by the random processes 
- Thermal effect -> energy is lost via thermic 
processes 
- Absorption spectroscopy: each substance has a 
specific spectrum; analytical method to measure concentration of compounds in non-scattering 
medium (monochromator: selects one 
wavelength; detector: measures light 
intensity) 
 

Bilirubin and Jaundice 
- Bilirubin is waste product of hemoglobin in red blood cells (replace approx. every 100 days) 
- Hemoglobin consists of 4 units; 1 unit has globin and heme, heme is iron and porphyrin 
(fluorescent); iron is recycled, porphyrin is toxic and broken down to bilirubin; 
- Indirect bilirubin is bound to albumin and travels through the blood stream to liver where it is 
conjugated to water soluble form of direct bilirubin which is excreted by the gall into intestine. 
- White in eye turns yellow if concentration of indirect bilirubin is high 
- Neonatal jaundice: mother’s antibodies attack baby’s red blood cells, not enough enzymes in liver 
to convert lipophilic bilirubin to water-soluble -> accumulation in blood, not enough albumin to bind 
it, bilirubin spreads to tissue;  
- Increased levels in brain -> permanent damage 
- Measure bilirubin optically: light on skin -> measure of the reflected light; push on skin and if it 
stays yellow long 
- We need to consider:  

- Dermal reflectance that varies with collagen fiber development and depends on gestational 
age and hydration status 
- Epidermal melanin content that gives skin its pigmentation and varies with race and 
individuals 
- Cutaneous blood content which varies with individuals and with the amount of pressure 
used during measurements 

 - Cutaneous bilirubin which indicates the risk of bilirubin leakage into the brain 
- Treatment of hyperbilirubinemia: light (blue light is absorbed by bilirubin -> water-soluble); 
transfusion of red blood cells 
 

Laser Doppler flow metry 
- Doppler shifted light has a different wavelength. 
The shift is proportional to the velocity of the cells. 
Different colours of the points indicate movement of 
cells. 
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Non-invasive near-infrared spectrophotometry (NIRS) 
- Analytical technique to measure the water content  
- Measureable: blood flow, O2-consumption, hemoglobin, oxygenation, cytochrome, water, lipids, 
dyes (Kontrastmittel) 
- Advantages: important parameters can be measured; non-invasive; painless; non-ionizing radiation; 
continuous monitoring; bedside, no drugs/tracers necessary 
 

Exercises 

-> get two solutions: log10 or ln -> which to 
use depends on the ε 
 
Aufg.2 
 
 

 
 
 

 

Radiation Imaging 
 
- Wilhelm Konrad Röntgen: found X-ray; high voltage generated by coil applied across a vacuum tube; 
radiation induced is visualized on fluorescent screen, didn’t know about the danger of these rays 
 

Basic principles of emission imaging 
- Radioactive tracer injected into blood stream; radiation is detected and converted into electrical 
impulses; electrical impulses are converted into images showing where tracers accumulate revealing 
metabolic information 
- Radioactive tracer: chemical compounds in which one or more atoms have been replaced by a 
radioisotope; can be used to explore specific chemical reactions/bodily functions by imaging the path 
that radioisotopes follow form reactant to product (e.g. Glucose linked with tracer to find tumors) 
- Radiation Theory: radioactive emission involves the spontaneous disintegration of atoms  
 - Protons and neutrons experience short range nuclear forces; the interplay of these forces 
induces a different arrangement of the particles within nucleus and different energy states 
- 3 Types of radiation: alpha radiation (alpha particles, positively charged, identical to the nucleus of 
an He-atom, large and immobile); beta radiation (negatively 
charged electrons or positively charged particles similar to 
electrons are emitted form nucleus, much smaller 10000x); 
gamma radiation (pure electromagnetic radiation with zero 
mass and zero charge, high energy, tumour therapy) 
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- Notation: AZ Element; A= total number of nucleons (protons + neutrons), Z= total number of protons 
- Elements with a Z > 83 are radioactive and spontaneously decay into other elements 

- Alpha Decay: 238
92U -> 234

90Th + 42He 
- Energy is liberated in the form of kinetic energy; detecting and measuring this energy is key 
to imaging -> energy can be determined by considering the fact that mass equates to energy 

- Mass of a nuclear particle expressed in Atomic Mass Unit (AMU): 1H = 1 AMU 
- Weight in grams of an isotope which is equivalent to its atomic mass is calls gram atomic mass (gm) 
 - Avogadro’s number (6.023*1023 atoms/gm) -> mass of an element [gm] = AMU/ 6.023*1023 
 - 1 AMU = 1.66*10-24 gm 

- Beta Decay (β-): negatron decay 
- Nucleus contains the same number of nucleons in total but atomic number increases by 1: 
14

6C -> 14
7N +0

-1e + v -> a neutron is transformed into a proton and an electron (which is 
emitted) 
- Energy released cannot be explained by the kinetic energy; energy is carried away by a third 
particle -> Neutrino (zero charge, negligible mass, difficult to detect) 

- Beta Decay (β+): positron decay 
- produces a different element by decreasing the atomic number Z by 1; proton is 
transformed into a neutron and an electron with a positive charge 12

7N -> 12
6C + 01e + v 

- Gamma Decay (γ): β decay typically accompanied by a gamma decay (γ) 
- Proton and neutrons from beta decay are left in the 
nucleus in high energy states; photons of energy (gamma 
rays) are emitted to achieve a more stable configuration 

- Radioactive Decay :  
- Unaffected by changes in temperature, pressure or 
chemical combinations; rate of decay (λ) remains constant with the same number of 
disintegrations occurring per unit time; radioactive material is characterized by the half life 
(T1/2) -> time required for half of the nuclei to decay 

 

Instrumentation 
- Scintillation: flash light which is emitted when a substance is struck by an 
emitted particle/gamma ray; mount of light emitted is proportional to the energy of the colliding 
particle 
- Photomultiplier: measures 
light intensity and convert it to 
an electrical impulse; electrical 
impulse can be amplified and 
processed to provide 
information about the incident 
radiation 
- Photomultiplier/oscillator provides information about: energy/intensity of incident radiation; 
activity of specific radionuclide; useful for physicians to understand if an organ is functioning 
properly; provides no 
spatial/positional information 
- Spatial information is provided by a 
gamma camera 
- Collimator: filters a stream of rays 

a) Multihole: a lot of radiation 
captured 
b) Pinhole: better positional information; inefficient (much x-ray goes out of the body but is 
not measured 

- Gamma camera: consists of a collimator, filters the stream so that only travelling parallel to a 
specific direction are allowed through 
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Position emission tomography (PET)  
- Positrons emitted through decay can only travel 
short distances (1-2 mm) and are then annihilated 
because of the formation of a positronium (positron 
+ electron) -> creates a pair of photons (gamma ray) 
that travel 180 degrees to one another –> rays are 
detected by the computer 
- Low positron energy = low position range; the 
further the isotope goes away the less detailed is 
the structure 
- Principle positron emission tomography: detector 
detects gamma rays -> can calculate the position 

- Error sources PET: 
a) True coincidence 
b) Scattering process (photon hit an 
object) 
c) Concurrent events (which ones 
are the correct connections) 
d) Secondary photon (impulse left   
-> 3 photons are emitted) 
 

Exercises 
Aufg.1: 

- Calculate Δm, then use 1 AMU = 931.5 MeV and 
multiply Δm*931.5MeV = E 

 
Aufg.2: 
 - Calculate λ = 0.693 / T1/2; then use the equation 
Aufg.3:  
 - Picture 
Aufg.4:  

- Calculate λ; then use N = 1/10 * N0, and solve for 
for t  or  
 

Aufg.5:  
 
Aufg.6: 

- Alpha emission; energy is transferred 
via the emission of an helium atom 

Aufg.7: 
- sample of polonium; decay to one-
tenth its original strength? -> 2.0*ln(10) 
days 

Aufg.8: 
 - Which component of radiation imaging system converts energy of incident gamma radiation 
to visible light? -> Scintillator 
 
 
 
  

Gamma camera 
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Radiographic Imaging Systems 
 
- X-rays are produced when high speed electrons hit 
the metal target; when x-rays hit an element, they can 
get transmitted, scattered or absorbed; absorption is 
called attenuation.  
-Transmitted rays are measured, we don’t want 
scattered 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

- Unnecessary rays are blocked by the collimator 
because of the unhealthy rays 
- Linear Attenuation because of the absorption; 
to measure I0 we calibrate the system; µ is linear 
absorption coefficient 
- Photoneffect -> desired; you get a 
photoelectron 
- Comptoneffect -> not desired; you get a 
comptonelectron  

- Attenuation showed in a diagram over different 
applied voltage; based on density  
- For more details you need more energy 
- The denser a material, the bigger the absorption 
 - Radiography relies upon differential attenuation of 
X-rays; high contrast differences between lung and 

bone facilitate low radiation doses 
- Advantages: high resolution image; rapid acquisition; low dose 
- Disadvantages: inability to discern depth information; difficult to distinguish between materials of 
similar density 
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Computed Tomography 
- CT enables acquisition of images with in-plane depth information; CT has more dose than x-ray 
- Has its beginning on the 1917 where Radon proved that an n-dimensional object can be 
reconstructed from an infinite number of its n-1 dimensional projections. Around 1960 Cormack 
develops the procedure of reconstructive tomography.  
- CT measurement: unwanted structure are not blurred but rather a 2D image is reconstructed from 
its 1D projections; very slice selective; projections are recorded digitally and reconstructed on a 
computer  
- Projections and samples: a sample P(t) of a projection defines the 

integrated attenuation along the path of the 
x-ray beam; the set of samples taken under a 
defined measurement angle describes a 
projection; all projections recorded digitally 
for angles varying between 0° and 180° 
describe the data set needed for the image 
reconstruction 
-> Low integral (red) = high intensity, high 
integral = low energy 
- One measured beam = sample, all samples together = projection 

CT scanner Types 
- 1st generation: one-channel; translation-rotation; measurement time 5 minutes per slice 
- 2nd generation: multi-channel; translation-rotation; measurement time 20 seconds per slice 
- 3rd generation: rotation of tube and detectors; measurement time 1-10 seconds per slice 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

- 4th generation: rotation of tube ring detector; measurement time 1-10 seconds per slice 
- 5th generation: targets on ring detector; rotation electron beam; no mechanical movement; 
measurement time 200 milliseconds per slice 

- Multislice System: based on multislice 3rd 
generation; 64 detector rows, measurement time 
0.4 seconds per 64 slice (in about 10 seconds the 
whole body measured) 
- Flatpanel System: cone beam geometry; 2D 
detector, i.e. 1024x1024 pixels; measurement 
time i.e. milliseconds for cardiac applications 
- CT reconstruction types: inverse of Radon’s 
formula does not work (infinite number of ideal 

projections); iterative reconstruction (ART; image estimation; compute pseudo-projections; compare 
to original projections, minimize error); direct reconstruction (projections are backprojected in the 
image plane where they are summed up over all measured angles; resulting image is strongly 

blurred)  
- Backprojection 
- Integral (green, blue) high when any 
object is there 
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- Convolution-Backprojection 
- Image representation: after reconstruction an 
image represents a matrix of linear attenuation 
coefficients; in clinical computed tomography 
we mostly use Houndsfield Units (HU); image 
values range from -1000 HU (air) to about 

+3000 HU (compact bone); for quantitative 
measurements the Houndsfield Units are 
converted to bone mineral densities using 
measurement phantoms; no clear distinction of 
bone and soft tissue 
 

Exercises 
Aufg.1: 
 - Ix = I0 * e(-µx) 
Aufg.2: 

- CT: imaging technique; used to reconstruct an image of a cross-section; instruments are x-
ray tube, detection system, computer, display; beam of x-rays passes linearly through section 
of body to detector on the other side of patient; narrow beam directed to specific site, 
energy is absorbed and remainder continues to detector which measures the energy 
absorbed by cross-sectional area; source/detector unit can rotate to make multiple profiles; 
information from all angles provides the necessary data used from the computer to produce 
an image 

Aufg.3: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Aufg.5: 
 -> CT scanner Types 
Aufg.6: 
 - Radiography relies upon -> tissue specific attenuation of X-rays 
Aufg.7: 
 - Which tissue has the highest Houndsfield Units? -> bone 
Aufg.8: 

- How much aluminium required to reduce the intensity of an X-ray beam to half of its 
incident intensity (with µ=2/cm)?  -> ln(2)/2cm 
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Magnetic Resonance Imaging 
 
- MRI is non-radioactive imaging: makes use of the property of nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) to 
image nuclei of atoms inside the body; non-ionizing radiation involved 
- NMR: physical phenomenon in which magnetic nuclei in a magnetic field absorb and re-emit 
electromagnetic radiation 
 

MRI Principles 
- Examines the magnetic properties of atomic nuclei 
- Certain atomic nuclei possess a quantum quantity called “spin” 
- Since the nucleus has charge and spin, it possesses a small 
magnetic field behaving like a little bar magnet 
- The strength of the field is greatest in protons (1H nuclei) 

- 1H is high in water, so the proton signal is the easiest signal in the 
body to image -> all clinical systems image H 
- When the body is put inside a large external magnetic field, the 
protons will align themselves, like a compass needle in the 
magnetic field of the earth 
- Protons in a tissue are placed in a magnet: protons align against 
the field (antiparallel) -> higher energy state; protons with the field 
(parallel) -> lower energy state 
- Protons are not perfectly aligned; nuclei has a precession frequency (Kreiselbewegung) so called 
Larmor frequency  

- Transitions from the parallel to the antiparallel state induced when it is excited 
with electromagnetic radiation of energy, ΔE provided by a radio frequency 
pulse ΔE = h*f (f is Larmor frequency [MHz], h Planks’ constant) 
- Frequency of precession of magnetic moments given by Larmor relationship f = 
γ * B0 (γ gyromagnetic ratio [MHz/Tesla], B0 magnetic field strength [Tesla]) -> 
for hydrogen: γ ~43 MHz/Tesla 
- The energy to flip the precession axis derives from radio waves 

- The wavelength of NMR is very high that means we have very low resolution; wavelength around 10 
to 10’000 meters -> we use some other mechanisms for imaging 
- By flipping some proton states the net 
magnetization vector is rotated or flipped 
through a certain angle -> basic principle is 
to flip the proton states form the z- to the x-
axis (90°). This is reached with an RF pulse of 
Larmor frequency. The flip angle is a function 
of RF pulse and the duration of the pulse.  
- > means we have to produce a second B-
field in x-y direction to reach a desired flip angle of π; when this second B-field is released, M 
rebounds back to its original position. 

-  flip angle of M is chosen to be 
90°, then RF pulse rotates M into 
transverse x-y plane; rotation of M 
within this plane induces signal in 
receiver coil at Larmor frequency; 
magnitude of signal dependent on 
Mxy 
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- B1 released, M rebounds back to original precessional orbit (MZ is 
the vertical component of net magnetic vector) 
- T1 is the characteristic spin lattice recovery time which 
occurs (t) seconds after the RF pulse (if flip angle is 
chosen to be 180° -> e-term multiplied by 2 
- Magnetization vector in the x-y plane (MX,Y is the 

component of the initial 
net magnetic vector in x-y 
plane prior to relaxation 

 
 
 
 
 
- Relaxation: Protons flip back to their original 
position -> produce some signals which can be 
measured 
- The received signal is made to depend on 
position 
- Done by creating gradients in the external 
magnetic field (applied in z direction) -> causes 
the resonant frequency to be different at each z 

location. RF pulse is then tuned to one frequency. Only the spins in 
the slice corresponding to that frequency will flip and contribute to 
the signal. All other locations will not be excited.  
- Same principle is applied to X and Y directions so that spins at 
different location precess at frequencies and phases (angle) unique 
to their location allowing us to reconstruct 2D or 3D images. RF coils 
measures the spin of hydrogen atoms 
- Spatial localization of MRI signal has 3 steps:  
 - Slice selection (gradient in z-direction) 
 - Frequency encoding (gradient in x-direction) 
 - Phase encoding (gradient in y-direction)  

- In reality RF coils transmit a signal with frequency f0 and an 
associated bandwidth; this causes resonant frequency to occur in a 
plane with thickness ΔZ 
 

Phase and Frequency Encoding 
-MRI image with 9 voxels (3x3), all voxels have the same precessional 
frequency and are all in phase after the slice select gradient and RF 
pulse 
- 9 steps: apply a Y gradient (phase encoding); nuclei in different rows 
experience different magnetic fields, nuclei in highest field precess 
fastest and advance the farthest in given time (spins on top row have 

higher precessional frequency and advanced phase); turn off Y gradient; all nuclei resume precessing 
at the same frequency; all nuclei retain their characteristic Y coordinate dependent phase angles; 
read out gradient along X axis, creating a distribution of precessional frequencies; signal in RF coil is 
now sampled in the presence of the X gradient (each voxel contributes a unique combination of 
phase and frequency, signal in RF coil is measured); cycle is repeated with a different setting of the Y 
phase encoding gradient (e.g. for 256x256 matrix, 256 samples measured in presence of X frequency 
gradient, cycle repeated with 256 values of Y phase encoding gradient); after samples for all rows are 
taken for every phase-encode cycle, 2D Fourier Transformation is carried out to produce intensity 
values for all voxels 
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- Each value in the resulting image matrix corresponds to a grey-scale intensity indicative of the MR 
characteristics of the nuclei in the voxels. Rows and columns in the image are said to be “frequency 
encoded” or “phase encoded” 
 

Exercises 
Aufg.1: 

Aufg.2:  
- Basic physical principles underlying the 
differences in appearance among T1, T2: 

The detection of a particular excited net magnetic 
precessing vector at a location in the body can be 
altered by the pulse length and excitation sequence 
and the times at which the signals are detected. Coils 
are designed with pulse excitation frequencies and 
lengths to flip the vector info different orientations in 

the detection plane. For a ninety degree rotation, the spin lattice recovery time, T1 is emphasized. 
This vertical time constant is associated by the viscosity of the tissue and its temperature. By rotating 
the vector by 180 degrees, a longer time to recovery is created also involving the T1 constant. The 
differences between the recovery time responses at any particular time of detection provide the 
contrast between different types of tissue. By varying the time of detection, contrast between 
selected tissues can be emphasized.  
 
Aufg.3:  

 - For rotation of π/2, use  
  

  
=  −  

  

    -> for white matter = 0.482, tumour = 0.268 

 - Measure of contrast = difference  -> = 0.482 – 0.268 = 0.214 

 - For rotation of π, use 
  

  
=  −     

  

   

Aufg.4:  
 - a)  - Use f = γ*B0 
 - b) 

 Aufg.5: 
a) A scaled spectral magnitude is shown on a 

grey scale at each position (x,y) corresponding to the 
distribution of received net magnetization vector 
signal values from tissues at that particular location.  

b) An excitation pulse of a centre frequency, 
selected to locate a chosen image plane along the z 
axis, is sent. The plane location is determined by a 
known magnetic field gradient along the z axis and 
the association between the location of a particular 
value of the gradient and the corresponding Larmor 
frequency. Along the x axis, a particular Larmor 
frequency fn is associated with each position xn of a 

magnetic gradient along x through the Larmor relation. To find the y position, unique 
gradient control pulses are used to scan along the y dimension to fill out the image plane. 
The phase of a locally excited magnetic resonance, which carries the unique gradient 
amplitude, is decoded to obtain the y position. 

c) The z axis is controlled to select a particular xy image. The detected response waveforms are 
passively received and their x and y locations are decoded as explained in b. 
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Aufg.6: 
- MRI is based on: measurement of the net magnetization vector created by water molecules; 
using electromagnetic waves to flip the precessional states of protons; changing the 
alignment of protons in a magnetic field using radio waves 
 

Aufg.7: 
 - Resonant Larmor frequency of hydrogen atoms in a static magnetic field of 2 Tesla? 
  -> 86 MHz 
 
Aufg.8: 
 - How is specific cross section along z axis of human body selected for imaging using MRI? 
  -> By tuning the frequency of the RF coil 


